1) A mentor is more of a (n) _______ where a preceptor is more of a (n) ________.
   a) Teacher, Fellow Student
   b) Advisor, Best Friend
   c) Mom, Fellow Student
   d) Advisor, Instructor

2) What is the minimum amount of experience a preceptor must have with MWLC EMS System in order to precept?
   a) 6 months
   b) 1 year
   c) 5 years
   d) No minimum – just approval from Department Medical Officer

3) Which of the following is a type of Adult Learning?
   a) Osmosis
   b) Telepathy
   c) Kinesthetic
   d) Shouting

4) A confrontation occurs between a student and a preceptor. Regardless of outcome, who needs to be notified?
   a) Chief
   b) Shift Commander
   c) Lead Instructor
   d) All of the above

5) If you see that a student is being affected by a call that was run a week ago, who can they turn to?
   a) Primary Preceptor
   b) Lead Instructor
   c) CISD
   d) All of the above

6) A Field Experience Verification Sheet is only to show areas where the student excells?
   a) True  
   b) False

7) How often does a field Experience Verification Sheet need to be filled out?
   a) When the back of the sheet is full
   b) 1 sheet per ride time
   c) 1 sheet per week
   d) 1 sheet every 8 hours
8) When a shift is slow and the student says they could leave early, what should be written down for time?
   a) 8 hours
   b) Their scheduled time
   c) No time will be credited – student has to stay for entire assigned shift
   d) Only write down the time that the student was physically there for

9) How many days does the student have to enter their ride time in Platinum?
   a) 3
   b) 7
   c) 30
   d) End of school semester

10) When a student is not progressing in their skills; the preceptor needs to notify who?
    a) No one - the student will tell their instructor
    b) Shift Commander
    c) Lead Instructor
    d) Give them more time, they will work it out

11) The _____________ level learning comes after knowledge and comprehension.
    (This is the level the in-field experience will usually start at.)
    a) Evaluation
    b) Synthesis
    c) Analysis
    d) Application

12) As a student reaches the leadership role on calls, the hope is they have acheived what level of learning?
    a) Evaluation
    b) Synthesis
    c) Analysis
    d) Application

13) What is not listed on the back of the EMT-P Clinical Documentation Form?
    a) Patient Name
    b) Sex
    c) Age
    d) Diagnosis

14) There are ways for the student to evaluate their preceptors?
    a) True                      b) False

15) The student that learns best by lecture is what kind of learner?
    a) No one learns by PowerPoint Presentations
    b) Visual
    c) Auditory
    d) Kinesthetic
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